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The new format MISA DISCOVERIES presents twenty artists from a new generation

MISA DISCOVERIES shows up-and-coming artists who have hardly been seen in Germany before, but who have already 
attracted international attention with their work. As part of the Gallery Weekend and the Berlin Art Week, these Ultra Con-
temporary Artists will be given a new platform to make their works accessible to a larger audience.

The group exhibition consists of twenty individual presentations that have been shaped by the social, cultural and political 
change of recent years. In each booth, visitors get a deeper insight into the specific work methods and visual language of 
the young generation of artists. MISA DISCOVERIES offers the chance to discover courageous artistic positions that will 
have a decisive influence on the art market in the years to come.

The expressive paintings of Denise Rudolf Frank are packed with emotion, while Eve Helene Pade’s works reflect the 
existing narratives of art history and translate them to the present day. Navot Miller advances the fundamental principles 
of the queer movement. His works are subtle in content but bright and flamboyant on the formal level. Xiyao Wang explores 
the limits of the canvas, seeking to balance movement with contemplation. Baldur Helgason processes his own emotional 
world through his deformed figures.

Johanna Dumet depicts the everyday with intense colours and dynamic brushstrokes, while Fabian Warnsing explores 
still-life scenes, pop culture and art-historic references. Cigdem Aky works with the complex interplay of colours and their 
effects on the emotions. Max Siedentopf offers a provocative, satirical take on pop culture phenomena. Ana Karkars in-
tegrates scenes from film, television and music videos into her images. Manuel Wroblewski creates utopian worlds made 
out of wood.

Amanda Baldwin brings to the canvas enchanted worlds, which she depicts with geometric shapes. Geometry also influenc-
es the compositions of Dennis Osadebe, which reflect subjective as well as collective experiences. Marcus Brutus explores 
identity conflicts of African-Americans and the civil rights movement, while Heather Day creates abstract paintings from 
pigment scrapings from worn-out canvases, which she reconstitutes for her pictures. Inspired by natural objects, the 
paintings of Tim Bengel are created with sand, gold leaf and aluminium.

The figures in the paintings of Rebecca Brodskis allow the artist to question the fundamentals of human relationships and 
their social context. Toni Mahfud’s images seem highly realistic and reveal what lies behind egos and feelings of identity, 
while Giorgio Celin’s works are characterised by the experience of letting go and moving on. The colourful, surreal images 
of Super Future Kid call to mind childhood days, picking up on familiar elements from everyday life and pop culture.
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MISA DISCOVERIES is a new format that picks up on the third MISA (MESSE IN ST. AGNES), which ran until 22 August 2021 
and attracted more than 5,000 visitors. MISA is an art market that presents works from the primary and secondary market. 
At the same time as MISA # 3, misa.art was launched, the only online art marketplace that brings emerging and estab-
lished artists together and offers a range of traditional and digital art. All works shown at DISCOVERIES are also available 
on misa.art. Lena Winter has been the director of MISA since the beginning of the year and permanently changes the art 
market.

“We want art to be accessible to everyone. Hence the diverse and varied programme of MISA. MISA DISCOVERIES 
creates space for upcoming artists. Young art reflects the zeitgeist and depicts collective experiences in which everyone 
can find an element of themselves.”      

Lena Winter, Director of MISA

MISA DISCOVERIES is accompanied by an extensive supporting program offline and online consisting of panels, talks and 
live streams. The program continues throughout the year on misa.art and on social media (@misa.artmarket). Columns, 
discussions with artists and reports from collectors appear regularly in MISA MAGAZINE in order to provide more knowledge 
and information about art and the art market.

Artists

Contact

Please direct your questions and inquiries to: presse@misa.art
The artists are available for interviews. 
 
Please find press images in the press section of misa.art: misa.art/pages/presse
 
Instagram: @misa.artmarket
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